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ImmuniWeb and Tanaakk announce a strategic partnership in Japan and Southeast Asia
ImmuniWeb SA (Geneva, Switzerland) and Tanaakk LLC (Tokyo, Japan) have announced a strategic
business partnership in Asian countries region to provide Tanaakk group’s clients with the most
comprehensive digital risk and compliance management services.
ImmuniWeb is a global provider of Attack Surface Management, Dark Web Monitoring and Application
Penetration Testing services. The award-winning ImmuniWeb® AI platform combines the genius of
human intelligence with the power of Machine Learning and AI technology to deliver scalable and costefficient services on the global market. ImmuniWeb Community Edition runs over 100,000 daily security
tests today. ImmuniWeb has technology alliances with the leading cybersecurity companies including F5
and Fortinet. ImmuniWeb SA is a CREST accredited and ISO 27001 certified company.
Tanaakk® has 15+ years proven track record around corporate capital strategy and cross boarder business
acceleration. Founded in 2006 by CEO ShoichiroTanaka, who won the prize of No.1 growth among Asian
security company in 2020 Enterprise Security Magazine. Tanaakk deliver both strategic and legal services
with Tanaakk LLP(law firm) to achieve clients’ corporate value enhancement. They have 130+
achievements delivering Growth-as-a-Service in emerging technology area. Major industry coverage :
Automotive, Healthcare, Construction, Technology, Retail, Energy, Printing, Education, Legal Services,
Logistics, Agriculture.
Ekaterina Khrustaleva, Chief Operating Officer at ImmuniWeb SA says: “We see a huge potential in the
Japanese and Southeast Asian cybersecurity markets that are poised to rapidly grow in 2022. Our
partnership with Tanaakk will enable local companies to get access to the best of our AI technologies and
stay ahead of cybercriminals. We will mitigate such emerging cyber threats as supply chain attacks,
mobile and cloud security. Tanaakk has a visionary management with extraordinary capacities to scale
and deliver, we believe that the partnership will boost our present in the region.“
Shoichiro Tanaka, Chief Executive Officer at Tanaakk LLC says: “We had solid relationship since I
visited Ilia and Ekaterina in Geneva 3 years ago. Since then, we have now 300+ ImmuniWeb customer
base in Asia. Though this is just a footprint of ImmuniWeb legendary growth.“
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